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Five: Cyberbullying Should Be a Federal Crime

Federal Protection Against Cyberbullying?

Peer Influence

Bullying Must Have Consequences

Lauren Barack

Lauren Barack is a journalist living in Manhattan. In the following viewpoint, Barack discusses the recent testimony before Congress of students, educators, and parents urging the federal government to take action against perpetrators of cyberbullying. Representative Linda Sánchez of California recently proposed a bill named for a victim of cyberbullying: the Megan Meier Cyberbullying Prevention Act. Sánchez contends that cyberbullying is hurtful behavior that can happen at any time and in any place and that victims of cyberbullying deserve protection. She adds that laws criminalizing cyberbullying can be crafted to protect free speech while criminalizing speech that is intended to harm the victim.

Students, educators, and a parent whose son committed suicide after a year of bullying recently testified before Congress urging the federal government to intervene.
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